Handmade Quality Dairy Ice Cream
Natural Authentic Flavours

Get to the front of the queue and buy Moo2You

Moo 2 You specialise in
luxurious real dairy ice cream
We use only the finest ingredients with fresh milk, cream, and a few secret extras to
produce out famous ice cream. At present we have an ever developing and extensive
range of flavours but our team are always experimenting and inventing new and original
flavours (visit out website for the latest flavour). If you do not see a flavour you would like
in this brochure or our website, then please ask us as the chances are we can either
produce the flavour or we have already been experimenting.
Moo 2 You is a family run business that offers a friendly and personal service,
we aim to please. We wholesale our products to many restaurants,
delis and hotels across the North West and other locations.

Just a small sample of what we do:

Ice Cream Flavours
Amaretto (c)

Subtle but yet defined almond flavours, with crumbled amaretti biscuits and an
amaretti sauce rippled through it. Perfect for the Italian desert ‘Affogato’.

Apple Crumble (b)

A great replica of a favourite desert. Bramley apples, and a crumb rippled through.
Tangy apples complimented by our rich creamy ice cream. Mmmmm.

Apricots & Cream (b)

Tangy fruit with a distinctive flavour.

After Eight (b)

Layers of white mint ice cream, topped with a fine chocolate leaf.
The perfect after dinner mint.

Blueberry (c)

An intriguing combination of sweet rich ice cream and
the tart sharpness of the blueberry fruit.

Blackcurrant & Cream (b)

Rum & Raisin

Cream Egg

Italian Mocha

A subtle ripple of this intense earthy fruit is all that’s needed in the this ice cream.
Looks fresh and vibrant on cone or plate.

Banana (b)

Simplicity of the natural banana flavour speaks for itself here.
Contains real bananas.

Banana & Butterscotch (b)

Strawberry Cheesecake

Lemon Meringue
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Rocky Road

Natural banana flavour with a quality butterscotch
chip generously scattered through.

Bannoffee Pie (b)

Banana and toffee flavoured ice cream, with a toffee ripple
and generous layers of pie crumb.

Bubblegum (b)

The kids favourite. Brilliant blue with the distinctive minty bubblegum
flavour in abundance. Sure to bring them back for more.

Chocolate Caramel Swirl (b)

Our own made chocolate base flavour with generous ripples of
caramel sauce through it. Tastes like a ‘Mars Bar’.

Choc & Pop (c)

Pieces of popping candy scattered through our
chocolate base mix with a chocolate ripple.

Cookies And Cream (c)

Pieces of Oreo biscuit scattered through a mix of biscotti background.

Coconut (b)

Smooth and Creamy real Coconut ‘with bits’.

Coconut & Lime (c)

Caramel Fudge (b)

A tangy lime ripple through a background of creamy coconut.

American Cola (b)

Real creamy coconut background layered with melted straciatella chocolate.

Chocolate (b)

A rich French style custard with caramalised sugar and hint of vanilla.

A light, tasty, toffee caramel ice cream with pieces of vanilla fudge.

Classic Cola flavour with a special addition of a Cola crunch.

Our own recipe. ‘Award winning’. rich and creamy.
Made with a decadent blend of Swiss cocoa powders.

Chocolate Fudge (b)

Generous scatterings of vanilla butter fudge through our chocolate base mix.

Coconut & Chocolate ‘Bounty’ (c)
Crème Brûlée (b)
Daime Bar (b)

Chocolate coated toffee pieces scattered through a creamy
caramel base with a toffee ripple throughout.

Double Cream (a)

Chocolate Brownie (b)

Our original base mix with nothing added. Rich and creamy due to
the amount of beautiful fresh double cream we use.

Chocolate Chunk (b)

Meringue pieces scattered through our creamy base mix, rippled with mixed fruits.

Chocolate brownie pieces scattered through our chocolate base mix
with lashings of chocolate sauce rippled through.

Chunks of quality dark chocolate scattered through our chocolate base mix.

Eton Mess (c)

Ferrorer Rocher (c)

A creamy hazelnut background rippled with the distinctive
chocolate wafer type textured biscuit.
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Hokey Pokey (b)

Pieces of honeycombe scattered plentifully through a background of our
vanilla pod ice cream a fantastic combination and a great seller.

Hot X Bun (b)

Hints of cinnamon and zesty lemon with a generous scattering of currants.

Irish Cream (b)

A very distinctive and instantly recognisable flavour.
Great on a desert menu, in sundaes or on the cone.

Italiane Mocha (b)

A subtle coffee flavour with scattered chocolate coffee beans and a
chocolate ripple. A great seller in coffee bars and restaurants.

Jaffa Cake (c)

An orangey marmalade background, pieces of real jaffa cakes and a
chocolate ripple make this a real favourite for all ages.

Jammie Dodger (c)

A Crostata (biscuit cream) background, with generous ripples of raspberry jam and
finished with scatterings of biscuit crumb give this a truly authentic flavour.

JD Ice (c)

There’s loads for the kids so here’s one for the adults. A background of
Jack Daniels whiskey flavour and then a whiskey ripple.

Lemon Meringue Pie (c)

A tangy lemon background flavour, generous scatterings of meringue pieces,
a lemon sauce rippled through and pie crumb to finish off. A certain top
seller on any counter or menu.

Forrest Fruits (b)

Refreshingly tangy flavours, ideal summer flavour, vibrant look on the counter.
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Marshmallow (c)

An abundance of marshmallows in a sweet base,
mix rippled with a raspberry sauce.

Mango & Passion Fruit (b)

Another lovely summer flavour, mango background
flavour with a passion fruit ripple run through.

Malteaser (c)

A malty background flavour, an abundance of malt balls and a
chocolate ripple make this a favourite year after year.

Melon & Stem Ginger (c)

Re-introduced by popular demand. Pieces of crystalised stem
ginger scattered through a beautiful natural melon flavour.

Millionaire Shortbread (c)

Our own made chocolate base mix with the inclusion
of oaty crumbs and a rich caramel ripple.

Millions (b)

Coloured bubblegum sweets, in a sweet white base mix
with a raspberry sauce rippled through it.

Mint Choc Chip (b)

Natural green mint with the inclusion of chocolate chips.
A must for any ice cream counter.

Pina Colada (c)

A tropical blend of rich coconut cream, white rum and pineapple.

Pistachio (d)

One of the classic ice cream flavours. A beautifully smooth luxurious nutty
background with hints of almond. Has real chopped pistachio nuts scattered
through. We make no apologies for this being our most expensive ice cream.
We use the best ingredients available.

Raspberry Ripple (b)

A rich and creamy vanilla background with lashings of raspberry
sauce rippled through. Always a top seller.

Rocky Road (c)

The rocks are marshmallows, cinder toffee, choc chunks, crumb. The road is a
ripple of rich caramel. All bound together in our chocolate ice cream.

Rhubarb Crumble (c)

Packed with delicious natural rhubarb, this British classic works equally
as well as an ice cream. Scatterings of crumb and ripples of tangy
raspberry make this a certain top seller.

Rum & Raisin (b)

Plump raisins soaked in rum then plunged into our rich and creamy
ice cream, with the addition of more Jamaican rum.

Salted Caramel (b)

An addictive blend of sweet and savoury. A buttery caramel
background flavour with sprinkles of sea salt.

Strawberry/Strawberry Ripple (b/c)
Natural strawberry flavour and colour.
Add a ripple of strawberry sauce for a little extra cost?

Strawberry Cheesecake (c)

Strawberry background, ripples of strawberry, a cheesecake
mix, and a crumb for the base. Deliciously decadent.
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Toffee Apple (b)

A background flavour of apples with real apple pieces, rippled with a toffee
sauce gives this the truly authentic flavour of the fairground favourite.

Vanilla Pod (b)

Our top selling ice cream. With an abundance of visible vanilla pod.

Wild Cherry (c)

A fantastic flavour and a great seller all year round. The sharpness of the fruit is
complimented by the sweet, rich, creaminess of the moo2you ice cream.
Contains whole wild cherries and an abundance of flavour.
We are especially proud of this flavour.

White Choc Chip (c)

Unlike most other producers we make our own white chocolate base mix using
only the best ingredients available. We then add dark choc chips and white
chocolate pieces. Even the ‘milky bar kid’ would be proud of this one.

White Choc & Honeycombe (c)

Our own white chocolate mix with the addition of honeycombe pieces.
A great combination and always a good seller.

Whiskey & Honey (c)

Subtle yet distinctive flavours, enough to taste yet not overpowering.
.

Yoghurt Flavours
Yoghurt flavoured ice creams and frozen yoghurt have become very popular
over the last few years. Here at Moo2you we use the same quality ingredients in our
yoghurt flavoured ice cream as we do in our prized ice cream. We have launched a small
range for this season. We will extend it if the demand is as high as we expect.

Strawberry Ripple, Blueberry, Mango and Passion Fruit,
Wild Cherry, Raspberry

Sorbet Flavours
Our new sorbets are a great addition to the moo2you offer this year. They are virtually fat
free and use the same quality ingredients as in the rest of our range.
The sorbets are fresh and vibrant using only natural ingredients.
Our sorbets are creamier than that of most other producers,
so suitable for cones as well as for restaurant menus.

Lemon, Raspberry, Mango and Passion Fruit
Limon Cello, Sicilian Blood Orange, Forrest Fruits

All of our flavours are available in 4.7lt conatiners for
easy scooping, for wholesale enquiries please contact
us directly and we will happily bring you a sample
pack of our delicious flavours.
We have everything you will need to retail our ice cream from
cones, pots, topping sauce, flakes, scoops, etc...
(Please see enclosed Price List for more information)
Our products are available in a range of fantastic outlets
across the country but we can also be found at many local
shows and events with our own trailer, watch out for us.
Allergy Advice: Please contact our team for full allergy advice
Just a small selection of our Ice Cream Cones,
also single, double and triple tubs available

120ml Pots
We can also supply handy 120ml pots, complete with spoon.
These are available in trays of twelve in the following flavours:

Vanilla, Strawberry, Mint Choc Chip, Chocolate
Twin Top
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Torino Wafﬂe

Sonny Single

Dippe Torino

Follow us on

Twitter

Moo2You Ltd, Court Lodge Farm,
Whalley Road, Samlesbury, Preston PR5 0UN
Office 01772 877309

Dairy 01772 877232

E icecream@moo2you.info

W moo2you.co.uk

